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An Outline of Psychobiology. K. DUNLAP. Baltimore: The Johns
Hopkins Press, 1914. Pp. 121.
Professor Dunlap has given us an excellent manual which is sure

to find an appreciative public when once the significance of the
rather formidable title is understood. "Psychobiology" has hardly
as yet won a place in our terminology and it may be doubted whether
one person in ten would at all suspect the content of this book from
an inspection of the label. Moreover, after one has made inspection,
the extreme preponderance of the biology in it over anything con-
ventionally connected with psychology, impels one to question still
further the propriety of the title. However, "What's in a name?",
the main thing is the material itself and that is certainly good.

The author has brought together in compact form the informa-
tion concerning the body structures and functions most essential
for students of psychology. We have accordingly chapters on the
cell, the adult tissues, muscular tissue, nervous tissue, afferent and
efferent neurons, gross relations of the nerves, spinal cord, brain
and other ganglia; the visceral division of the nervous system, glands,
the functional interrelation of receptors, neurons and effectors. The
statements are notably clear and concise and the text is profusely
illustrated with plates for the most part excellently chosen and
finely rendered. In the preface occurs this sentence:

"Of late it has been becoming clear that the pressing need in
psycho-physiology is for the study of muscle and gland, and that
only through the study of these tissues in their structural and
functional relations to nervous tissue can neurology be made psy-
chologically valuable."

To the form of this statement many psychologists would prob-
ably demur, although with its general intent we should perhaps all
agree. It is, however, a striking testimony to the actual situation
that despite Professor Dunlap's conviction, he gives only some-
what over one sixth of his space to glands and muscles. With the
rapid accumulation of knowledge now in progress presumably later
editions of his book may see this ratio substantially altered. Mean-
time, whether or not one be wholly sympathetic with the view which
magnifies glands and muscles quite so markedly, it is past ail ques-
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tion a sign of wholesome progress that the entire physiological
organism should be recognized as significant for the appreciation of
mental experience and not merely the nervous system taken in
isolation.

The reviewer has been somewhat puzzled, in view both of
Professor Dunlap's expressed opinion and of many distinctive aspects
of contemporary psychology, that the author has seen fit to sub-
ordinate so completely all discussion of the sexual apparatus. There
is only the most incidental reference to the matter.

The printers have done their work well and we predict a wide
welcome for the text, which is dedicated to Professor George M.
Stratton.

JAMES R, ANGELL
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

The Man of Genius. H. TURCK. (Trans, by G. J. RANSOM.)
New York: Macmillan, 1914. Pp. 483.
For all its bulk, this book is little more than the elaboration, or

reiteration, of a single thesis, derived from Schopenhauer and
Goethe, namely, that genius consists in objectivity, in contrast to a
subjective self-seeking. While the ordinary man is limited by
personal ends that control all his activity, the genius has the power
of becoming absorbed in an object and interested in it for its own
sake, or, we may say, loving it. Absorption in a sensed object
gives esthetic contemplation—in an object conceptually thought
of, philosophy; and absorption in an act makes that act play as
opposed to the drudgery of the ordinary worker. A genius of
action—Alexander, Caesar or Napoleon—though perhaps selfish
in petty affairs, is in the main devoted to realizing ideas by which
he is possessed. "For the very reason that the man of genius, deep
down in his heart, neither fears nor hopes anything and is un-
troubled by anxiety for the present life or the hereafter, he can
devote himself to his work with all his soul, with a love which is
disinterested—disinterested taken in the wider sense as exemplified
by the man who, in all sensations, thoughts, and actions does not
always in bitter earnest keep in view the ultimate practical result
to himself or to others connected with him, but rather, as if playing
some game, takes delight in the object itself to which his sensations,
thoughts, or actions tend" (p. 276). Objective absorption reveals
itself in the keen sense for reality; and the energetic living in the
present, of such men as Cassar and Napoleon. That which most


